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MGNREGA- Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act  

EB- Environmental benefit 

IPPE-II- Intensive Participatory Planning Exercise-II  

GS- Gram Sabha  

GP- Gram Panchayat 

IEC- Information Education and Communication 

MATE- Local supervisors  

Prakriti Meetan- Nature’s Friend 

Paryavan Mitan- Environmental Friend  

PRI- Panchayati Raj Institution 

DPR - Detailed Project Report   

MoRD- Ministry of Rural Development  

CGCOST - Chhattisgarh Council of Science & Technology 

CG – Chhattisgarh 

CEO ZP – Chief Executive Officer, Zilla Parishad  

BCD- Bolder Check Dam  

SHG- Self Help Group 

PMKSY- Prime Minister Krishi Sinchayee Yojna  

  

1.  Abbreviations 
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GIZ and Ministry of Rural Development, Government of India signed a five-year agreement 

on “Environmental benefits through Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee 

Act (MGNREGS-EB)” in April 2013. The objective of MGNREGS-EB was to implement high 

quality works through MGNREGS while taking into consideration environmental aspects. It 

involved participation of community with capacity building of Panchayats to undertake works 

related to natural resource management. Indicators have also been developed by MoRD and 

GIZ to measure the progress on project objectives like development of demonstration sites 

based on principles of natural resource management, participation of women in Gram 

Sabhas. The Indo-German project “Environmental benefits of the Mahatma Gandhi National 

Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA-EB)” aimed at contributing to the 

improvement of livelihood resource base of the rural economy by promoting conservation, 

replenishment and sustainable use of natural resources. 

New strategy of Chhattisgarh Government focuses on comprehensive village development 

plan which had been developed under IPPE-II. It includes all aspects of the village 

development like skill development; watershed, drinking water, sanitation, livelihood etc. 

Moreover, it also incorporates issues of social justice and inclusion of the marginalized 

sections through MGNREGS and other schemes.  The purpose of this intervention was to 

provide the help to Panchayats for developing participatory plans and to pursue its 

implementation through convergence with the other departments and schemes. 

The approach promotes participatory processes within the Panchayats and make change in 

system at JP and ZP level so that MGNREGS work could be  implemented according the 

comprehensive plan developed by GP and ensured livelihood promotion through sustainable 

intervention on natural resources like water, soil, forests etc. Programme planning suggests 

a chain of actions starting with rapport building with people, capacity building of GP/ Gram 

Sabha, participatory planning, designing, building community organizations, participatory 

implementation and monitoring. 

2.1. Scope:  This standard operating procedure will include all functions pertaining to 

livelihood promotion through sustainable intervention on natural resources like water, soil, 

forests etc. by collective action and institution building for environmental benefit works under 

MGNRGEA. 

 

2.  Introduction 
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The objective of the SOP document is to capacitate community leaders, PRI members and 

other stakeholders by promoting the program model of collective action and institution 

building for environmental benefit works under MGNRGEA. 

3.1. By providing efficient systems for collective action and institution building among PRI 

members, community leaders, departments of the Government at all levels including State / 

district /block administration and NGOs for sustainable intervention on natural resources like 

water, soil, forests etc. through MGNREGA and other similar programs. 

3.2. Build capacity of Gram Panchayat and Block level MGNREGA unit in implementation 

and monitoring of works related to environment benefits, maintenance of assets and develop 

climate change adaptation perspective among the key stakeholders. 

3.3. Capacity building tool for Gram Panchayats, MATE (local supervisor), user groups and 

Gram Sabha in effective planning for environmental benefit works under MGNRGEA. 

3.4. Build capacities of govt. line departments at district, block and village levels in effective 

planning at Gram Sabhas for environmental benefit works under MGNRGEA. 

3.5. To ensure effective management of water resources through community participation 

and community led water resource management system in the villages through collective 

actions and institution building. 

3.6. Support in timely and quality implementation of works in coordination with MGNREGA 

block and district units and in convergence with other line departments. 

3.7. Integrate value chain initiatives in collaboration with other government initiatives (like 

SRLM etc.) and other actors like NABARD. 

3.8. Capacitate others to develop climate resilience Livelihood based model of Drainage line 

treatment while enhancing the agriculture interventions. 

  

3.  Objectives 
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4.1. Situation analysis and baseline assessment:  A situation analysis is a key foundation 

for any sound intervention. It helps to ensure a programme‟s relevance and to find out the 

best course of action (e.g. strategies, entry points, partnerships) by learning about 

community attitudes and practices regarding collective environmental benefit works under 

MGNREGA; identifying what has already been done in the Gram Panchayats and what 

results and lessons were obtained, as well as who the main actors have been and who might 

be key to engage. In addition to ensuring the appropriateness of the intervention to the local 

context, carrying out a situational analysis will help avoid duplication of efforts.  

Baseline assessment included household surveys through pre-formed questionnaire, focus 

group discussions and other PRA tools like resource map, social map and seasonal 

calendar. 

The objectives of baseline assessment is to determine socio-economic status of target 

population, their livelihood pattern, cropping pattern and functioning and status of Gram 

Sabha. 

Baseline assessment can help in determining following important aspects: 

 Number of natural resource management related works undertaken in MGNREGA. 

 Opportunities for new works related to natural resource management. 

 Participation of women and marginalized section of the society in planning and 

implementation of works related to MGNREGA. 

 Participation of women in Gram Sabhas and level of participation of villagers while 

preparing the labor budget. 

 Analysis of impacts on livelihood pattern through MGNREGA either by PRIs or 

community. 

Secondary data from different line departments needs to be collected like Agriculture 

Department, Irrigation Department. Because secondary data is helpful in assessing rainfall 

pattern, soil texture and ground water status of the target area. 

4.2. Identification of community leaders: Potential community leaders in Gram 

Panchayats and village level community resource person needs to be identified for 

4.  Steps for Collective action and institution 

building for environmental benefit works 

under MGNREGA 
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developing community level resource pool of change makers. This resource group consisting 

of community leaders will act as multiplier for the program and boost the community 

engagements in overall process. They can be identified through a Gram Sabha or special 

Gram Sabha in the targeted Gram Panchayat. 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

4.3. Selection of environmental benefit works:  Selection of environmental benefit works 

and watershed needs to be done through detailed discussion with Gram Sabha along with 

collection of revenue & forest dept. map, satellite imageries which help in determining work 

sites, start and end points of Nalah, number of villages and hectares of land associated with 

them. The process needs to be done in consultation with government departments like 

CGCOST- Chhattisgarh Council of Science & Technology, Zila Panchayat, PHE and 

Agriculture Department.  

4.4. Obtaining satellite imageries and guidance from relevant agency (GIS & remote 

sensing): satellite imageries, advice about the projected activities and measures necessary 

for the work activities. Cadastral and contour maps can be obtained from Chhattisgarh 

Council of Science and Technology (CGCOST). They will advise the projects by applying 

modern Science and Technology for the socio-economic development works. Satellite 

images can also be obtained from the concerned agency of the state or various secondary 

sources like Google map & other online tool. Cadastral maps can be used for finding the 

land ownership pattern in the village. Contour maps will be used to find out the nature of the 

ground, Catchment area and hence quantity of water flow. Resource maps can be compared 

with cadastral and contour maps to determine the suitable sites for project interventions. 

Various spots mentioned in cadastral and contour maps needs to be checked on site for 

ground trothing of projected sites. 
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4.4.1. Technical support from CGCOST (Chhattisgarh Council of Science & 

Technology): Modern technology on socio-economic development are now accessible to 

the community through the innovative state agencies like CGCOST. The initial planning 

done on traditional revenue & forest map can be shared with the technical agency. The key 

benefits of taking technical advice are as listed below: 

i. Community can relate scientific data at ground level: These inputs from 

CGCOST will help in relating the ground situations with scientific data in a simple 

manner.  

ii. Enhance understanding on natural resources: While developing DPR at Gram 

Panchayat these inputs will guide the community level stakeholders to understand 

the natural resources and support in developing plan for watersheds in the targeted 

areas.  

iii. Expert guidance on topography of the area: Community will get the water flow 

direction, possible storage locations, water irrigation catchment area and also help in 

planning structure for environmental benefit works in the Gram Panchayat.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example says: these data and guidance received from the CGCOST has guided the community 

in Rajnandgaon, C.G. to understand the possible threats to the projects and inputs received from 

CGCOST for marginal shift of the structures (i.e. 10 to 15 meters). But these marginal shift of the 

structures has miraculously resulted very cost effective and more feasible structures with 

consideration to geo-physical data. 

 

Website: http://cgcost.nic.in/ 
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4.5. DPR Preparation:  Detailed project report is prepared for the investment decision-

making approval, but also execution of the project and also preparation of the plan. Detailed 

project report is a complete document for investment decision-making, approval, planning. 

Detailed project report is base-document for planning the project and implementing the 

project. 

The process for DPR preparation involves following key steps: 

i. Selection of technical agency: an appropriate agency with technical expertise on 

watershed related works can be selected for detailed project report preparation. 

ii. Setting time frame and activities: it‟s really good to complete on time and hence 

it‟s necessary to set time frame for each activities to complete the DPR preparation 

on time.  

iii. Initial area assessment: this assessment will develop a basic idea of the targeted 

area, its physical, environmental and social features. Resource mapping for work. 

iv. Training and Campaigns: once the area assessment is done, training and 

campaigns targeted at relevant stakeholders like PRIs, Mates and Technical 

Assistants were conducted. The training include natural resource management 

based participatory planning with a particular focus on MGNREGS. 

v. Resource mapping: resource mapping is not a new strategy or process. It has been 

in use for many years in varying forms. Community resource mapping is sometimes 

referred to as asset mapping or environmental scanning. Resource mapping in the 

target Panchayat will help to map existing natural resources in a particular area 

which were significant from the perspective of natural resource management. 
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vi. Transect walk: this is a systematic walk along a defined path (transect) across the 

community or project area together with the local people to explore the water and 

natural resources by observing, asking, listening, looking and producing a transect 

diagram. This needs to be done at the target locations or site to understand the 

specific features of the drainage line by physical inspection. 

vii. Measurement: site measurement needs to be done in the presence of technical 

experts of watershed management to avoid over-expenditure and optimum utilization 

of available resources at community level. 

viii. Site Survey: it can be done with modern and sophisticated instruments at the site of 

drainage line or other environmental benefits works. Site survey are inspections of an 

area where work is proposed, to gather information for a design or an estimate to 

complete the initial tasks required for an outdoor activity. It can determine a precise 

location, access, best orientation for the site and the location of obstacles. 

 

ix. Data collection: relevant data needs to be collected from villagers and government 

departments like rainfall pattern, crop productivity in the area. Data collection can 

include- qualitative, quantitative, spatial, and non-spatial data. 
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x. Estimate and drawings: estimate and drawings of proposed structures were 

prepared after measurement and survey work was complete. The estimate will guide 

the possible cost of watershed projects/EB works planned in the Gram Panchayats. 

 

xi. Finalization of DPR: complete detailed project reports includes comprehensive 

details related to socio-economic status of the area, design and estimates of new 

structures and benefits through them. 

4.6. Sharing of DPR: Complete DPR needs to be technically reviewed and then approval 

from Gram Sabha is necessary for DPR sharing with Gram Panchayat, MGNREGA 

functionaries and mates. Brief timeline, budget and proposed works were discussed with 

them while sharing. 

4.7. Hand holding support to the Gram Panchayats for prorating works with available 

budget and submission at Janpad Panchayat (Intermediate Panchayat):   

Preparation and sharing of detailed project reports to Gram Panchayat itself is not sufficient, 

it requires continuous handholding support. Gram Panchayat also requires handholding 

support during following key tasks: 

i. Prioritizing works as per the available resources i.e. time, money and labour 

force. 

ii. While submitting work proposals at Janpad level: Gram Panchayats needs to be 

supported in getting land maps and Khasras from relevant offices and preparing 

proposals for new works. 
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4.8. Follow up for sanctioning of works:  Continuous follow-up with the concerned line 

department at Block and District level is required till final approval of the works. This will 

ensure the prioritization of works and approval can be obtained for feasible & accessible 

works first. 

4.9. Training of MATEs:  Training of technical team in the field is essential and these 

MATEs will play key role in these EB works in Panchayats. Hence, it is suggested to train 

the MATEs & PRI members on the theoretical and practical knowledge about the works.  

4.10. Technical support: PRI members and implementation team at field level needs 

technical support on following tasks: 

i. Layout and site selection  

ii. Determining whether manual or mechanical digging is required 

iii. Measuring progress status of works: measurement tool kits can be availed for the 

tasks which will be kept safely in a public building.  

iv. Labourers needs to be trained at work sites about getting bigger environmental 

benefits to them through these initiatives.  

v. Onsite stock maintenance requirement  

vi. Lease sites for material dumping 

vii. Part evaluation, FTO and fund release: coordination meetings with Gram 

Panchayat, Janpad Panchayat and Zila Panchayat were required for the same. 

Part payment to the supplier can also ensure hassle free supply of materials as 

vendors got their payment on regular intervals.  

viii. Shift wise work plan development: works can be conducted in multiple shifts to 

ensure timely completion.  (i.e. 6 AM to 2 PM and 2 PM to 7 PM) 

ix. Gender based work distribution: works should be distributed based on capacity of 

workers. For example: women workers should be allotted digging work while men 

workers can be allotted heavy & load carrying work for proper work distribution. 

x. Placing appropriate mates at right places: MATEs needs to be placed based 

upon their expertise & interest for getting full performance. 

xi. Scheduling of works: work should be scheduled properly with consideration of 

material availability, land type and environmental conditions. 

4.11. Ensuring Transparency in the process:  Transparency is the key for community 

engagements and developing confidence of the community. Transparency should be 

maintained through following process: 
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i. Material supply from multiple vendors 

ii. Monthly review at higher level: regular review about the sanctioning of work, 

payment and evaluation process through regular field visits from officials at 

higher level and monthly review meeting at Panchayat level need to be ensured.  

iii. Notice boards needs to be installed at worksites  

iv. Communication through social media can be also beneficial for ensuring the 

transparency.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.12. Community level interventions for capacity building and stake holder 

sensitization:  Engaging community and gaining their confidence through capacity building 

& sensitization is very important for any socio-economic developmental works. This can be 

done with participatory ways as listed below: 

i. Ground water data analysis: this can includes knowledge sharing and 

awareness of community on the status of ground water level.  

ii. Training on climate change: such training should be carried out at community 

level through participatory exercises. Outcomes of such exercise will help in 

planning process of Gram Panchayat which will reflect inclusion of more number 

of EB works. 

The major points to be discussed in the training were: 

 Process of building knowledge about the livelihood resources in the area. 

 How to facilitate understanding of climate change and its manifestations for rural 

community. 

 

Example says: WhatsApp group of key stakeholders & community members was created 

as ‘ParyavaranPariyojana Gram’ (Environment Project Village). This group has added 

officials at district and block levels, Technical Assistants, Gram Panchayat Sarpanch, 

Secretary, Mate and others. The key benefits of this group was: 

o Daily work progress review on real-time 

o Problems identification by community level 

o Guidance, advice and immediate response received from concerned official & line 

department on real-time 

o Work photographs were update in real-time and shared with all stakeholders  very 

quickly 
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 To build matrix of climate change induced weather variability and its effect on key 

livelihood activities. 

 Process of assessing different development activities against climate change. 

 How agro-forestry and trees can be useful in building community resilience 

against climate change. 

 What are the information/data important for developing knowledge (exposure, 

sensitivity, adaptive capacity) of an area/village? 

 Different tools to understand climate change related information at village level 

such as transect walk, Focus Group Discussion, Hard Mapping, and Seasonal 

Calendar. 

 How to consolidate data for developing a climate smart GPDP. 

 Steps and component of main streaming climate proofing initiatives into GPDP. 

 

iii. Participation of community in Gram Sabhas: community in the project villages 

needs to be motivated for attending Gram Sabhas and raise their concerns about 

EB works. 

iv. Strengthening of SHGs: SHG members in the villages needs to be motivated 

and strengthened to visit worksite and participate in the monitoring process. 

v. Participation of PRI members, Mate and farmers in the planning process: 

this will help in ensuring their active involvement during the planning & 

implementation phase. Planning should ensure aspects related to ground water 

recharging and improving ratio of agricultural land & productivity. 

vi. Stakeholder sensitization: stakeholder sensitization needs to be done on the 

issues of natural resources, environmental vulnerabilities and need for effective 

planning. 

vii. Explaining benefits of new structures to community: works included in 

project proposal needs to be explained clearly to community in the language they 

were able to comprehend. This included rationale behind selection of structures 

and environmental, economic and social benefits through them. This can be done 

during various social or community level functions where more audience can be 

covered. This should be explained by the PRI members & local leaders so that 

community can relate themselves.  
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4.13. Gram Panchayat level interventions to sensitize and motivate towards 

undertaking environmental benefit works instead of construction works:   

 Gram Panchayats needs to be sensitized to take more number of environmental 

benefit related works apart from construction works. 

 Capacity of Gram Panchayats needs to be enhanced for taking watershed & 

environmental benefits related works. Which will increase the percentage of total 

works approved in DPR implemented by Gram Panchayat.  

 Mates also need to be oriented at PRI meetings for increasing their confidence in 

taking up such works.  

 PRI members should be oriented and motivated for increased transparency in works 

done by Gram Panchayats. 

4.14. Coordination with government departments: 

 Trainings should be organized for functionaries of MGNREGA at Gram Panchayat, 

Janpad Panchayat and Zila Panchayat level. 

 Meeting with line departments for implementation of works above Rs. 20 Lakh 

 Technical Officials at district and block levels were included in planning process so 

that their active involvement may be sought during the implementation phase. 

 Glitches at departmental levels like delay in issuing land maps and khasras etc. were 

addressed with appropriate coordination.  

 Works were appropriately allocated to Technical Assistants under MGNREGA to 

reduce the workload and maximize their effectiveness. 

 Appropriate agencies were determined for works which were beyond sanctioned 

limits of Gram Panchayats which were Water Resource Department and Rural 

Engineering Services Department etc. 

4.15. Networking and linkages with other departments and agencies:   

Convergence with relevant departments, schemes and agencies will play major role in 

facilitating and covering additional requirements at local level.  For example: Water pump 

connection and irrigation facilities can be availed through „Saur Sujala Scheme‟ (CREDA & 

CG Govt.). Improved Seed can be availed through the Agriculture department etc.  
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Sustainability and maintenance of environmental benefit works cannot be sustained without 

community participation. The primary user will be the community and they are more 

connected with the projects and hence they will be the primary stakeholders for its success. 

Therefore community level sustainability and maintenance process should be followed by 

the user groups. The user group‟s process flow is as depicted below: 

5.1. Water user group: 

 

(Water user Association -> Water management committee -> Water user Group) 

Community level:  

 

Group of 5-10 farmers 

 

 

Village level: 

 

Group of 15-20 
members to be 
formed by involving 
representatives from 
Water user groups 

 

 

Cluster level: 

 

Group of 20-30 members 
to be formed by involving 
representatives from 
Water user Committees 

Water User 
Association 

Water User 
Committee 

Water User Group 

Water User Group 

Water User 
Committee 

Water User Group 

5.  Sustainability and Maintenance 
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i. Formation of user groups and their capacity building: structure wise user groups 

need to be formed and they required proper capacity building and handholding 

support. List of members of these groups should be approved by Gram Sabha. They 

should be the members of the villages and their land should be connected to the 

watershed structures. They need to be capacitated time to time about their roles and 

responsibilities. From the beginning they should be well explained through the 

satellite imagery during developing resource maps and they need to be involved in 

field visits. 

 

ii. Monitoring of project sites: From the beginning they need to be involved in 

monitoring of work progress near to their farm land. So that they will ensure quality 

work and motivated for its sustainability through participatory ways. 

  

iii. Maintenance: There should be a formal agreements between members of user 

groups and Panchayats which mentioned clauses of handing over process and 

regular maintenance of new structures as per their capacities during emergency 

situation before taking help from Panchayats or line departments. 

 

iv. Water distribution Plan: equal distribution of water among farmers needs to be 

ensured through common agreement. All the farmers should get water during the 

time of need without any discrepancies. 

 

5.2. Formation of cadre of Environment Volunteers: this cadre will be formed in the target 

areas to spread the awareness on environment related issues at Gram Panchayat level. 

Environment Volunteers ensure the task of keeping track of environment related changes 

and effects in their areas in systematic manner. This will also ensure the sustainability and 

awareness about the existing status of projects. 

 

5.3. Approval of works through Gram Sabhas: all works should be approved in Gram 

Sabhas in the presence of all stakeholders. All the rules and terms of EB work 

implementation, monitoring and maintenance should be discussed and commonly agreed by 

the community. 
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6.1. Loose Boulder Checks: The main aim of constructing loose boulder checks is to 

reduce the velocity of water flowing through the drainage line. Loose boulder structures are 

effective in reducing the erosion of soil on the upper side of the catchment area. The velocity 

of flowing rainwater can be reduced by constructing the bunds made up of rocks. This type 

of structure helps in reducing the erosion of soil by blocking the way of water and allowing it 

to percolate in the soil. 

Cross section of a boulder check: In the construction of a boulder check, bigger boulders are placed 
outside and smaller ones inside.  

 

Source: National Rural Employment Guarantee Act- Watershed Works Manual, MoRD, GoI 

 

Source: Rajnandgaon EB works, SAMARTHAN- Chhattisgarh 

6.2. Gabion Structure: Gabion structures are rock and wire dams constructed across 

drainage lines with a catchment area of 50-500 ha. They are also constructed to reinforce 

6. Structures 
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highly erodible stream embankments. Gabions are mechanical structures constructed on 

sites where due to high velocity of water loose boulder structures are not feasible because of 

their low stability. They are constructed in the middle reaches of a watershed area and 

avoided at areas like nala turnings. Gabions are effective in reducing the flow of water 

leading to water as well as soil conservation. Gabions are constructed by tangling rough 

stones in the iron net. Their height is kept restricted to 1 m, 1.5 m and 2 m on the basis of 

the depth of the nala. 

Location, design and different parts of Gabion Structure: Gabion structures should be made where the 

embankments of the drainage line are high. Gabion structures should be made where the bed slope 

of the drainage line is low. There are two ways of developing Gabion structure: 

i. To make the structure as per the dimensions of the design and wrap it with wire mesh on all 

sides except the bottom. This wrap is partially anchored under the bottom. 

ii. To cage the boulders in rectangular boxes. The structure would be made up of several such 

boxes tied together. In such a structure the wire mesh not only provides a covering shell, it 

also gives horizontal and vertical reinforcements within the structure. 

 

 

Source: National Rural Employment Guarantee Act- Watershed Works Manual, MoRD, GoI 
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6.3. Underground Dykes: An underground dyke is a dam constructed on sub-surface flows. 

This stops the flow of ground water and diverts it to nearby wells, thus increasing their water 

level. Dykes are earthen dams that obstruct the flow of this sub-surface water and divert 

them to nearby wells and tube-wells. Dykes do not submerge any land. Nor is the water 

stopped by them subject to evaporation. Underground dykes are most suited to hard rock, 

black cotton soil areas such as the Deccan Traps in Chhattisgarh and other central Indian 

regions. 

 

Source: National Rural Employment Guarantee Act- Watershed Works Manual, MoRD, GoI 

6.4. Stop Dams: Stop dams are usually constructed for water conservation at the lowest 

part of the drainage line where slope is minimum. This in turn leads to increase in water 

table and use of water for other purposes like irrigation, cattle drinking, fishery etc. Stop 

dams need to be selected on the basis of drainage line flow (10 months in a year), nearness 
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of major agricultural land, slope of the nala (around 2 to 5%), potential of the bank of nala 

and ratio of width and depth of nala. Survey of U section and L section of the nala needs to 

be done to determine the height and water storage capacities. 

 

6.5. Stop Dams cum Rapata: Stop dam cum rapata serves the dual purpose of stop dam 

as well as a small passage or way from where transportation can happen. A rapata or 

causeway is a structure that allows water to flow under a road, trail or other obstruction from 

one side to the other side. Rapatas are commonly used both as cross-drains for ditch relief 

and to pass water under a road at natural drainage and stream crossings. Stop dam cum 

rapata has been proved important in protecting stream health while reducing expensive 

erosion and structural damage.  
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6.6. Gully Plug: Gully plugs, also called check dams, are mainly built to prevent soil erosion 

and to settle sediments and pollutants. Furthermore, it is possible to keep soil moisture due 

to infiltration. Depending on the topography, amount of precipitation, material and financial 

resources available, there are several methods to construct a gully plug. They have to be 

inspected regularly and any damages must be repaired. A check dam (also called gully plug) 

is a small, temporary or permanent dam constructed across a drainage ditch, swale, or 

channel to lower the speed of concentrated flows for a certain design range of storm events. 

A check dam can be built from wood logs, stone, pea gravel‐filled sandbags or bricks and 

cement. Reduced runoff speed reduces erosion and gully erosion in the channel and allows 

sediments and other pollutants to settle out. Check dams are inexpensive and easy to install. 

6.7. Recharge Pit: recharge pits are generally series of square holes developed inside the 

drainage lines to recharge ground water through storage of rain water or running water in the 

drainage lines. This will also check the water flow and control soil erosion. But this is a 

temporary structure in the drainage lines. 

 

There are some potential challenges which can be addressed while planning for EB works: 

 Encroachment drainage land by the farmer for the agriculture work- it creates 

difficulties to match existing land of village with its satellite Imagery. It also provide an 

opportunity to Gram sabha to remove the encroachment of the land of drainage line. 

 Khasra Number of the drainage line sometimes not clear and Gram Panchayat did 

not have secondary data of its natural resources. 

 Lack of maintenance of the structure built earlier in same drainage line may create 

some challenges             

 Water resource department have the right of the maintenance of these structure so 

GPs may take any interest of its management and maintenance.  

 Farmer may also damage the drainage line near by their field area 

 Lack of availability of local resource like stone, sand bolder etc. 

 Lack of technical expertise at Gram Panchayat level for the maintenance of the 

structures 

 Moving of raw materials to sites due to farm season 

 Lack of interest of the line department for the convergence of different government 

scheme for the sustainable agriculture development through electricity, solar 

connection around drainage line and plantation etc. 

 

 

 

7. Potential Challenges 
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This SOP document development introduces a new phase in Environmental Benefit works 

planning and implementation under MGNREGA. This reference document needs to be 

understood, internalized and owned by all the key stakeholders. Adequate time and 

resources has been invested in planning and implementation through pilot projects. This 

document will help PRIs, govt. officials and NGOs in planning and implementation of 

environmental benefits works through participatory approach for effective implementation of 

MGNREGA works. While developing action plans or activity planning under environmental 

benefit works, it is very essential to review the current situation, available resources and 

opportunity in the Gram Panchayats. The successful transformation of the SoP document is 

the joint responsibility of all stakeholders working on environmental benefit works including 

community members, PRI representatives, line department, NGOs, technical agencies, 

MATEs and ground staffs. This will help in achieving the vision and mission to transform the 

lives of the community members with sustainable environmental benefit works in the 

villages. 

 

 

 

Annexure-1: Sample AS, TS and Filled MGNREGA formats 

 

9. Annexures 

8. Way Forward 








































